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Half Term 3: New Beginnings

Just a short bulletin from Team LIFE this week, to welcome you back to school and to say that we

hope you had just the most wonderful Christmas break. Our focus for the half term is New
Beginnings and, after what was a challenging 2021 for all of us,  we are excited to get our

teeth into 2022 and see what it has to offer!

This is the last time you’ll see this type of weekly bulletin from us. Following requests from

students, we’re moving to one BIGGER bulletin per half term with a tutor time session dedicated
to it. We’ll be interested to hear what you think about it, so watch this space!

This week, we thought we’d focus on some of the good stuff that came out of 2021. It’s so easy to
look at the news and see the negative things, so we thought we’d focus on the positives: 21 of

them to be exact!

Have a great week!
Team LIFE

1 Honeybee find!
An ancient oak woodland at Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire has been found to be the home of
800,000 native honeybees which were believed by some to be extinct.

This is a hugely important discovery for the species, with this colony believed to be the last
remaining descendants of the UK's original forest honeybee populations. The first ever record of



such bees living at Blenheim, they were found within the hollow of some old oak trees.

This type of honeybee is smaller, darker and furrier than imported European honeybees.

2 Progress in HIV research
According to UNAIDS, there were 37.7 million people living with HIV in 2020. While research
opportunities and a greater global focus on HIV/AIDS has helped treat the infectious disease in
recent years, hundreds of thousands of people die from AIDS-related illnesses each year.
But 2021 has renewed the world’s hope in the fight against HIV/AIDS. This year, a team of
researchers released data from clinical trials in the development of an HIV vaccine that showed a
97% response rate, according to ABC News. While the vaccine is still in Phase I and has a long way
to go before it can be widely distributed, its high efficacy rate is a testament to innovation and
progress in the health field.

3 Education for all
Around the world, an estimated 258 million youth are out of school, according to UNESCO. By
missing out on educational opportunities, children face higher risks of experiencing income
instability, hunger, and a lack of access to health care.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it harder for kids to stay in school because of social distancing
regulations and safety measures, but El Salvador is working to prevent that.

Through an agreement with Google For Education, El Salvador wants to become the first country in
the world with 100% of its students active in the digital classroom. The move will revolutionise El
Salvador’s classroom model and have far-reaching effects on children’s access to education around
the world.

4 Steps towards banning single-use plastic
Single-use plastic products like plastic bags and straws are some of the most damaging products to
the environment because of their durability and ubiquity. According to the World Economic Forum,
the equivalent of a truckload of plastic is dumped into the ocean every minute.

To combat the effects of plastic pollution on the planet, more governments have stepped up to ban
single-use plastics and promote sustainable alternatives instead.

5 Juneteenth
Since June 19, 1865, Black communities have commemorated and celebrated Juneteenth to mark
the end of slavery in the United States. While it has never been celebrated at the national level, local
governments have taken steps to make Juneteenth a state-wide holiday in recent years, with
activists encouraging the federal government to follow suit.

This year, US President Joe Biden signed legislation making Juneteenth National Independence Day
a federal holiday.

“We have come far and we have far to go, but today is a day of celebration,” Vice President Kamala
Harris said. “It is not only a day of pride, it is also a day for us to reaffirm and rededicate ourselves to
action. And with that I say, Happy Juneteenth everybody.”

6 Misogyny is now a hate crime
Gender-based violence — which includes stalking, sexual harassment, and physical violence, among
others — primarily affects women and girls around the world, threatening progress on achieving
gender equality by 2030. As more countries take steps to acknowledge the harms of gender-based
violence, England and Wales have led the way by making misogyny a hate crime in 2021.

Prompted by the tragic murder of Sarah Everard, a 33-year-old woman in London, women’s rights
activists campaigned legislators to enact legislation requiring police forces to record when a crime is
motivated by hostility based on gender. While some police forces across the UK had already marked
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cases involving misogyny as hate crimes, the new law officially requires all police forces across
England and Wales to do so as well, according to Russh.

7 Gender Equality
Convened by UN Women, the Generation Equality Forum (GEF) kicked off in Mexico City in March
with the goal of securing landmark investments and policy changes to help make gender equality a
reality by 2030. After months of campaigning and conferences by renowned world leaders and
women’s rights activists, the GEF concluded in Paris in June, resulting in $40 billion of investments.

“Together we have mobilised across different sectors of society, from south to north, to become a
formidable force, ready to open a new chapter in gender equality,” said Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka,
executive director of UN Women. “The Forum’s ecosystem of partners — and the investments,
commitments, and energy they are bringing to confront the greatest barriers to gender equality —
will ensure faster progress for the world’s women and girls than we have seen before.”

The funds will go toward several initiatives that promote gender equality, such as investing in
women-owned businesses, supporting intersectional policy changes, ending unpaid care work, and
expanding girls’ access to education.

8 IKEA doing its bit
As part of its efforts to become a carbon neutral company, Swedish furniture store IKEA has bought
11,000 acres of woodland in Georgia, USA, to preserve the forest after it seemed likely to be land
used for development.

9 The generosity of a sporting star
Sporting legend Michael Jordan donated $10 million to open health clinics in his hometown of
Wilmington, North Carolina. His generous contribution means people who are either uninsured or
underinsured, can afford essential medical care.

10 The Golden Globes
In March, Nomadland director Chloé Zhao made history by becoming the first Asian woman to win a
Golden Globe for best director. And in April she did it again – becoming the first woman of colour
and only the second woman ever to win an Oscar for best director.

11 Progress with the ‘tampon tax’
The ‘tampon tax’ was officially scrapped in the UK as of 1 January.

12 Bereavement leave for miscarriages
In what is believed to be a world-first, legislation was unanimously approved in New Zealand to
allow pregnant people and their partners paid bereavement leave following a miscarriage at any
point during the pregnancy. Currently, most employers only provide paid leave for a stillbirth or
miscarriage after 20 weeks, while in the UK it’s actually 24 weeks.

13 Marcus Rashford
As of April, footballer and activist Marcus Rashford and his fans have officially given out more than 21
million meals since the first UK lockdown. Food redistribution charity, FareShare, who Marcus
partnered up with, also revealed that it’s given out 128.5 million meals since 23 March 2020.

14 Anonymous artist Banksy has raised more than £16 million for an NHS charity through the sale of a
painting depicting a little boy playing with a nurse doll wearing a superhero cape.

15 The UN
The United Nations officially declared 2021 the ‘Year of International Peace and Trust’.

16 The power of a walk in nature
Research by the Mental Health Foundation revealed that 62% of UK adults found relief from the
stresses of the pandemic by taking a walk in nature.

17 Rewilding!
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England’s largest ocean rewilding scheme began in April, with the aim to plant eight hectares of
seagrass meadows – which are incredible habitats for marine creatures, as well as absorbing carbon
35 times faster than a rainforest.

18 Going coffee cup free…
A coffee shop in Kent is going ‘cup free’, only serving those who bring their own cups to the shop.
Otto’s Coffee House and Kitchen, in Sevenoaks, promoted its new move by filling the store with
disposable cups to demonstrate the importance of its decision, given nine out of 10 of these don’t
get recycled.

19 A bridge for dormice
A colony of dormice, a protected species, that has been living next to the M1 in Buckinghamshire for
five years, is to be given its own special street crossing to help the animals thrive.

20 A lovely story about a lost ring
Peggy MacSween lost her wedding ring 50 years ago while she was collecting potatoes from her
vegetable patch on the island of Benbecula in Scotland. Peggy thought she'd never see the ring
again but, after hearing about her story, a neighbour made it his mission to find it with a metal
detector.

After three days of searching and 90 hopeful holes dug, Donald MacPhee found the ring in the area
where the potato patch once stood.

Peggy MacSween, now 86, told the BBC: "He just came to the door and said: 'I have something to
show you'. It was the ring. I couldn't believe it, but there it was. I thought I would never see it again."

21 Renewable energy goals
As the rollout of renewable energy picks up momentum, 2021 is set to be a record-breaking year,
according to the International Energy Agency (IEA). Their Renewables Market Report revealed that
roughly 290GW of new renewable energy capacity came online globally in 2021, up 90GW from
2020's record of 200GW. In further good news, the most renewable energy growth came from
China who is also the world’s biggest carbon emitter.


